The empirical and theoretical development of the P300 event-related brain potential (ERP) is reviewed by considering factors that contribute to its amplitude, latency, and general characteristics. The neuropsychological origins of the P3a and P3b subcomponents are detailed, and how target/standard discrimination difficulty modulates scalp topography is discussed. The neural loci of P3a and P3b generation are outlined, and a cognitive model is proffered: P3a originates from stimulus-driven frontal attention mechanisms during task processing, whereas P3b originates from temporal-parietal activity associated with attention and appears related to subsequent memory processing. Neurotransmitter actions associating P3a to frontal/dopaminergic and P3b to parietal/norepinephrine pathways are highlighted. Neuroinhibition is suggested as an overarching theoretical mechanism for P300, which is elicited when stimulus detection engages memory operations.
Introduction
Discovery of the P300 spurred the use of event-related potential (ERP) methods to assess the neural underpinnings of cognition. This quest is pursued today with a convergence of methods that are beginning to hone the fundamental circuitry and identify the neurotransmitter systems activated when the P300 is observed. Although early understanding of the P300 was derived primarily from functional analysis, this once unitary phenomenon is now thought to be composed of several parts that reflect an information processing cascade when attentional and memory mechanisms are engaged. The present review develops an integrated interpretation of P300 suggested by the current neuroelectric and neuroimaging data. The groundwork is conveyed through citations and summary statements to promote an assessable still-life picture of this evolving research area.
The paper is organized into sections: first, fundamental P300 issues and a theoretical overview are presented. Second, the neuropsychological background of the P3a and P3b distinction is outlined. Third, fMRI data on P300 origins are highlighted to provide the neurophysiological foundations of component neural circuitry. Fourth, the neuropharmacological processes related to P3a and P3b are sketched to suggest how neuroelectric and neurotransmitter systems may interact. Fifth, a model system is proffered in which the P3a and P3b are proposed to result from the operation of inhibitory mechanisms engaged by incoming stimulus events to facilitate memory processing.
To maintain nomenclature consistency, the term ''P300'' is used to refer to the canonical ERP component, which also is called the ''P3'' or the more nebulous ''late positive component'' (LPC). The terms ''P3a'' and ''P3b'' denote the distinction between the two subcomponents as defined below. The primary empirical and theoretical approaches to P300 are covered, with early findings reviewed previously (Donchin and Coles, 1988; Hillyard and Kutas, 1983; Hillyard and Picton, 1987; Johnson, 1986 Johnson, , 1988 Molnár, 1994; Picton, 1992; Price and Smith, 1974; Verleg- 
